Pulse propagation by a capacitive mechanism drives embryonic blood flow
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SUMMARY
Pulsatile flow is a universal feature of the blood circulatory system in vertebrates and can lead to diseases when abnormal. In the embryo, blood flow forces stimulate vessel remodeling and stem cell proliferation. At these early stages, when vessels lack muscle cells, the heart is valveless and the Reynolds number (Re) is low, few details are available regarding the mechanisms controlling pulses propagation in the developing vascular network. Making use of the recent advances in optical-tweezing flow probing approaches, fast imaging and elastic-network viscous flow modeling, we investigated the blood-flow mechanics in the zebrafish main artery and show how it modifies the heart pumping input to the network. The movement of blood cells in the embryonic artery suggests that elasticity of the network is an essential factor mediating the flow. Based on these observations, we propose a model for embryonic blood flow where arteries act like a capacitor in a way that reduces heart effort. These results demonstrate that biomechanics is key in controlling early flow propagation and argue that intravascular elasticity has a role in determining embryonic vascular function.
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INTRODUCTION
Embryonic blood flow is essential for proper organogenesis and angiogenesis. Whether it is through the transport of oxygen and nutrients or via exertion of physical forces, blood flow has been shown to be instrumental in controlling gene expression and endothelial cell behavior in the embryo (Jones, 2011; Freund et al., 2012). Genome-wide expression analysis in cell culture shows that endothelial cells discriminate between multiple flow profiles by expressing different sets of genes (Boon and Horrevoets, 2009) and regulating basic cell functions (Hahn and Schwartz, 2008). Furthermore, flow forces have been shown to control heart development, patterning of the vascular network and hematopoiesis in vertebrates (Hove et al., 2003; le Noble et al., 2004; Yashiro et al., 2007; Adamo et al., 2009; North et al., 2009; Vermot et al., 2009; Buschmann et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010; Nicoli et al., 2010; Bussmann et al., 2011; Corti et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2012). Nevertheless, despite the crucial role of blood flow in cardiovascular development (Jones, 2011; Freund et al., 2012), very little is known about flow forces propagation at the embryonic scales, where viscous forces dominate. Because of the intricacies of the physical properties of blood flow in vivo, particularly the three-dimensional arrangements of blood vessels and the sophisticated dynamics of the heart, it is necessary to address the mechanics of blood motion in vivo. Importantly, oscillations in pulsatile flow and subsequent wave reflections in blood vessels are the prominent physical features that control the mechanical stimuli involved in vascular flow and function in adult tissues (Zamir, 2000). Because the relative importance of viscosity can lead to flow characteristics that will dictate the forces experienced by endothelial cells in vivo, we probed the vascular hydrodynamics and biomechanics at work in the embryonic vascular system.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Zebrafish
Zebrafish lines used in the study are wild-type AB, Tg(flk1:eGFP) (Jin et al., 2005), Tg(fli1a:mRFP) (Bussmann et al., 2010) and Tg(E1b:gal4-VP16)s1101t, Tg(UAS:NpHR-mCherrys1003t (Arrenberg et al., 2010). The embryos were raised at 28°C in the dark and treated with 1-phenyl-2-thiourea (PTU) (Sigma Aldrich) at 10 hpf to inhibit pigment formation. For the imaging, they were anesthetized with 0.02% tricaine solution and were mounted on a glass-bottom Petri dish embedded in 0.8% low melting point agarose (Sigma Aldrich) at 10 hpf to inhibit pigment formation. For the imaging, they were anesthetized with 0.02% tricaine solution and were mounted on a glass-bottom Petri dish embedded in 0.8% low melting point agarose (Sigma Aldrich). gata1 and kdr1 morpholino (MO) injections were performed as described previously (Vermot et al., 2009; Habeck et al., 2002).

Imaging
Confocal imaging was performed on a Leica TCP SP5 direct microscope using a low-magnification, water-immersion objective (Leica, 25×, N.A.=0.95). By using the resonant scanner, and depending on the number of lines per frame, the acquisition frame-rate varied between 50 and 200 fps. Bright-field imaging experiments were performed on a Leica DMRBE inverted microscope using a Photron SA3 high speed CMOS camera (Photron, San Diego, CA, USA). For the blood cell-tracking experiments, the time-lapse sequences were acquired at 250-500 Hz frame rate, in transmission configuration using white light illumination and a water immersion objective (Leica, 63×, N.A.=1.2).

The optomanipulating experiments were performed by adding a second halogen lamp and filter cube for activating the NpHR-mCherry light gated pump. A manual shutter was placed in the illumination path in order to control the illumination period. A low-magnification water-immersion objective (Leica, 20×, N.A.=0.7) was used for both imaging and delivering the green light activating the NpHR ion pump. The acquisition times were 10-20 seconds at 60-200 fps. The embryos did not show any sign of phototoxicity during or post acquisition.

All microscopy setups were equipped with a heating device that ensured the embryos were kept at 28°C during the imaging.
The velocity of red blood cells was determined by manual tracking and kymograph analysis using ImageJ (NIH) and Matlab (MathWorks) software.

**Optical tweezers**

Optical tweezers experiments were performed using a home-built microscope described previously (Drobczynski et al., 2009). Briefly, the optical setup contains a laser (Spectra Physcis YAG 1064 nm), focused through a high numerical aperture oil immersion objective (Zeiss, ×100, 1.25 N.A.). The light scattered by the trapped cell is collected through a second objective (Olympus, X40, 0.6 N.A.) before being imaged on a four-segment photodiode. The sum (Σ) and the difference (Δ) of the intensities collected by each segment are sampled at 4 kHz and digitized with a 16-bits resolution, using National Instruments card NI PCIe-6259. The subsequent signal treatment was performed using LabView 7.2 (National Instruments) under Windows XP. The laser power used to trap the blood cells varied from 2 to 3 W (laser head output), depending on the location of the blood cell. The beam energy was dissipated by the flow, trapping blood cells without inducing any other side effect on the fish.

To visualize the sample we use a second path for the white light. The white light is brought to the setup with an optical fiber and collimated with the objective lens O3 (Leica, ×10, 0.3 N.A.). We imaged the sample using a Basler A602f CMOS camera for image acquisition at high frame acquisition (200 Hz). The camera was synchronized with the acquisition done on the photodiode in order to follow all motions (fish, blood cells and vessels). The setup allows following the blood cell displacement within the trap either with the quadrant photodiode or the Basler camera. Movies and photodiode traces were both used for subsequent analysis.

**Video analysis and measurements**

We used ImageJ and WaveMetrics IgorPro to analyze the motions of red blood cells within the trap. Stacks were realigned so that X or y-axis are aligned along the DA, X being in the axis and Y orthogonal to the DA. This allowed us to limit the cross contributions of the displacements in case the blood flow had an angle with respect to these axes. Once this angle was fixed, an orthogonal view on the center of the cell was performed to get the time trace. The traces were saved as a text file and IgorPro was then used to perform the quantitative analysis. Using the calibration curve, we transformed the orthogonal views in time and position graphs, taking into account the rotation applied during the first steps of analysis. The spatial resolution is 120 nm in both directions after treatments.

We adjusted the time traces with a sine function to extract the frequency and phase. From these adjustments, we obtained the phase shift between both signals.

We confirmed the Y motion was not due to deformability of the DA by comparing the amplitude of motion of the blood cell with endothelial cells. On average, blood cell motion amplitude in Y is 10 times bigger than endothelial amplitude in the area of ISV attraction.

The anatomy and position of the ISV was extracted by analyzing the tracks and diameter of the blood cells flowing into it.

**Photodiode data analysis**

The photodiode directly converts the displacement of the blood cell from the trap center into a different voltage. We took a 4-second time trace with an acquisition frequency of 4 kHz. We then extracted the power spectrum from that time trace. This power spectrum directly showed the heart beat frequency and also the cut-off frequency. This cut off frequency is directly correlated to the trap stiffness kTrap by the following equation: $k_{\text{trap}} = 2 \pi \zeta \xi$, where $\zeta$ is the friction of the blood cell. This trap stiffness was then used to convert the displacement extracted from the movies into forces.

The theoretical hydrodynamic force applied to the blood cell can be given in first approximation by the formula $F_{\text{hdf}} = 6 \pi \eta R v$, where $\eta$ represents the fluid viscosity ($<2 \times 10^{-3}$ Pa.s), $R$ the radius exposed to the fluid flow ($<1$ μm) and the fluid velocity ($<2000$ μm/sec). The viscosity, $\eta$, was obtained using the method described below. This measure is overestimated due to the presence of the arterial walls. The calculated error is less than 15% and does not affect the general described behavior.

Given these values, the maximal hydrodynamic force exerted on the blood cell is around 75 pN. This value is taken in the center of the aorta and decreases when the blood cell approaches the membrane wall. The values found with the optical trap are thus in good agreement with the theoretical value calculated above.

**Zebrafish mounting for tweezeing experiments**

The sample was mounted on a two-axes piezoelectric crystal (Physics Instruments GmbH, displacement range 0-100 μm, resolution 0.2 nm) perpendicular to the optical z-axis. Fish were incubated in a thermal bath regulated at 27°C until mounting on the sample holder consisting of a microscope slide with a hole, onto which a coverslip was fixed to both sides. The fish was adsorbed to one of the coverslips using 0.8% agarose in Danieu and then covered with 1% low melting point agarose (with 0.0001% lidocaine). Then, we placed this slide under the microscope for the observations. The room temperature was set to 24°C. The embryos were positioned in the microscopic framework in order to overlap the DA longitudinal axis with the x-axis and the ISV with the y-axis.

**Plasma viscosity measurements**

Viscosity was measured by particle tracking a cell nucleus in the dorsal aorta in a 2,3-butanedione monoxime (BDM)-treated fish injected with gata1 MO. Fish were imaged at 20× magnification at 1000 Hz. Sub-pixel particle tracking was performed by fitting images of the nucleus to a two-dimensional Gaussian using custom Matlab software. We confirmed that the motion of the nucleus reflected the motion of the entire cell, and that the cell was not tethered to the vessel wall. The histogram of the motion was then fitted to the probability distribution function of a freely diffusing particle of equivalent size; the second moment then reflects diffusion coefficient:

$$D = \frac{k_B}{6 \pi \eta a} \gamma$$

As $D = \frac{k_B T (6 \pi \eta a)}{1}$ [where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, $T$ (303 K) is the temperature and $a$ (5 μm) is the radius of the tracked cell], the extracted viscosity is 0.0022±0.0007 Pa seconds.

**Blood cell velocity measurements**

Velocities were calculated by hand or by performing a kymograph along the direction of flow. The kymograph then shows space along one axis and time along the other axis, with time step $\Delta t$ given by the frame-rate (between 250 and 500 fps). Cells that move along the direction of flow leave a trace in time as they move through the vessel in space. These traces were then segmented in Matlab using the Canny edge-finding algorithm. The segmented traces consisted of an image of pixels that trace out an approximate curve. The curves were then converted into coordinates by fitting a line through each nearest neighbor segment of the curve. The fit lines are median filtered through a 3-point filter to remove spurious noise. As many cells flow through the kymograph in a given $\Delta t$, the velocity in the vessel is constructed statistically by averaging the velocity of many cells at $\Delta t$ of the kymograph. This procedure was performed for dorsal aorta, posterior cardinal vein and intersegmental vessels.

**Circulation model and heart work calculation**

The model is presented in the supplementary information. We used Mathematica to run our flow model (Wolfram Research). All the parameters used come from in vivo measurements. The model was validated against analytical solutions for small systems. All numerical results were confirmed to be independent of the resolution as set by the order of the polynomial basis functions. An adaptive time-stepping scheme assured time accuracy.

In the analysis we neglected terms proportional to the radius changed squared: $\delta R^2$. For changes in vessel radius of <10%, this is estimated to cause a 1% error and can therefore be considered small.

Heart work rate (Power) was calculated as follows. Heart work rate = Force × Velocity. We specified the inflow velocity based upon the data. The pressure was computed as part of solving the numerical model. The obtained pressure multiplied by the area of the aortic root gave the force.
RESULTS

Blood flow is rectified along the zebrafish embryonic vascular network

We performed high temporal resolution imaging in zebrafish to characterize the flow in the axial vascular network of the embryonic trunk (Fig. 1A,B). By 48 hours post-fertilization (hpf) blood circulates in most of the intersegmental vessels (ISVs) and by 72 hpf the network is fully functional (Ellertsdóttir et al., 2010). At these stages, the anatomy of the tubing network is relatively simple: blood cells move through one of the 15 or so loops closed by intersegmental artery-vein pairs between the dorsal aorta (DA) and the posterior cardinal vein (PCV) (Weinstein and Fishman, 1996). We compared blood cell motion in the DA, the PCV and the intersegmental loops (Fig. 1C). In the DA, blood cell motion reflects the heartbeat rhythm with regular intermittent propagation of fluid and almost no flow in between the pulses (Fig. 1D). Interestingly, ISV flow is pulsatile but with a profile significantly different to that of the DA. Its peak flow is slower than in the DA (the velocity peak is 1200±300 µm/second compared with 2100±400 µm/second in the DA in the tail region at 48 hpf), and motion seldom ceases during an oscillatory cycle (Fig. 1D,E). By contrast, blood flow is relatively steady in the PCV (Fig. 1D). This corresponds to a 57% drop in the pulse amplitude, indicating a strong flow rectification between the two vessels. A particularly notable effect is observed near the ISV entry where cells were observed to move toward the heart in the opposite direction to the predominant DA flow (Fig. 1F-H). In some dramatic cases, blood flow in the ISV appears to be completely independent of DA flow (Fig. 1I-K; supplementary material Movie 1). Thus, the relationship between the flows of the ISV and DA is not simple and suggests that a strong flow rectification occurs between these two branches of the vascular network. This feature is key as it will affect perfusion and local hemodynamic stresses experienced by the vessels.

For pulsatile flow, it is important to recognize the pulse strength relative to viscous effects, which is quantified by the Womersley number $W_m=R(\omega/\nu)^{1/2}$, where $R$ is the vessel radius, $\omega$ the pulse frequency and $\nu$ the kinematic viscosity. The low $W_m$≈0.08 of the zebrafish embryo at 72 hpf indicates that the cardiac frequency does not significantly affect the flow. In contrast, the ISV entry shows a more complex pattern, with blood cells moving in both directions (Fig. 1I-K). This suggests that the flow in the ISV is not fully synchronized with the DA flow, and that there is a relative uncoupling of the flow in the ISV and DA.
not introduce significant inertia via the introduction of a fast time scale. In this context, the residual blood cell motion in the ISV in the absence of blood cell motion in the DA cannot be due to inertia, thus indicating an additional force generated in the network. At the same time, it is surprising in a low $Re$ environment (where viscous forces dominate) that flow does not directly follow the pump in a closed network.

The dynamics of blood flow forces is complex at the ISV entry

To investigate the temporal and spatial relationships leading to the apparent attraction of blood cells towards the ISV entry, we developed a probing assay allowing the characterization of blood cell motion over time at a fixed location. Blood cells track the flow, but only at the locations of the cells, which move. It is thus nearly impossible to characterize blood cell motion at a point of the network over time using conventional cell tracking. To circumvent this limitation, we immobilized blood cells within an optical trap and followed their motion in response to flow as an indicator of flow direction. We trapped at 1064 nm, a non-phototoxic wavelength, so that embryonic and vascular development was not affected when compared with non-manipulated embryos from the same clutch ($n=20$). This approach allowed us to assess directly the in vivo pulsatile flow in the DA (Fig. 2A-C; supplementary material Movie 2) and to precisely investigate blood cell motion near the ISV entry. To suppress interference from other cells, we artificially decreased the number of circulating blood cells by inhibiting hematopoiesis through partial knockdown of $gata1$, a pro-hematopoietic transcription factor in zebrafish (Galloway et al., 2005). The obtained $Wm$ in $gata1$ morphants is 0.042 and is lower
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**Fig. 2. Blood cell attraction towards the ISV follows two oscillatory phase-shifted forces.** (A,B) Schematic representation (A) and in vivo live image (B) to detail the optical tweezing experiments undertaken to characterize blood cell motion near the ISV entry. Detection of the constrained blood cell motion within the optical tweezer reflects the effects of surrounding flow forces. The reconstruction of the displacement along the $x$ and $y$ axes allowed us to decipher the force applied to the cell ($f_x$ and $f_y$). (C) In vivo, blood cells are trapped at different positions in the DA near and at the ISV entry, with dotted red circles representing the immobilizing focus of the optical tweezer in the same embryo (B,C). The corresponding motion patterns are shown in D-F. (D-F) Real-time blood cell displacement (represented by the signal from the quadratic detector, dV) is plotted as a function of time, illustrating the typical motion resulting from blood flow. When blood cells are positioned in the DA away from the ISV, the displacement along the $x$-axis is predominant, showing the effect of pulsatile flow in the DA (D). When positioned near the ISV entry, an additional motion in $Y$ is observed that is always out of phase from the $X$ direction ($\Delta \phi$) (E). The attractive force is thus oscillating and is not fully coupled with DA flow. When positioned in the ISV, blood cell motion in $X$ and $Y$ directions are in phase again (F). (G) Phase-shift ($\Delta \phi$) mapping at the ISV entry demonstrates the attractive force is correlated with the proximity to the ISV entry and shows the $XY$ correlation decrease when closer to the ISV. (H) Force map in pN obtained after optical-tweezer measurement. The maps in G and H were obtained by analysing three different embryos.
than the controls due to the lower viscosity. Nevertheless, as the $Wm$ is still near zero, the general flow features will be similar to the controls. Typically, trapped blood cells displayed an oscillatory movement (supplementary material Movie 2). The frequency associated with one cycle of blood cell motion was $f=3.22\pm0.25$ Hz, correlating with the frequency of the heartbeat and the motion profile of the non-trapped blood cells in the DA ($3.21\pm0.88$ Hz). Altogether, these data show that optical tweezers can be used to precisely probe flow in the vicinity of the ISV entrance.

In order to mark the transition between DA-dominated versus ISV-dominated flow, we investigated blood cell behavior at different distances from the ISV entrance. Typical time traces of the displacement of the trapped cells in different positions in the DA and ISV are shown in Fig. 2D-F. By comparing the time traces projected on the X and Y axes (Fig. 2C-F), we can define a phase shift ($\Delta \phi$) between the two motions. When trapped in the DA away from the ISVs ($d>12\,\mu m$) (Fig. 2D), the displacement in X direction is dominant, which means that blood cells are advected along the DA and are entrained in the pulsatile, unidirectional flow. This leads to a highly correlated XY pattern ($\Delta \phi=3.2\pm4.2^\circ$). By contrast, $\Delta \phi$ increases dramatically when blood cells are trapped near the ISV entry (Fig. 2E), showing that the attractive force in this area is out of phase with the DA flow ($\Delta \phi=43\pm4^\circ$ at $2.2\,\mu m$ of the ISV entry). As shown in Fig. 2F, the X and Y movements are again synchronized in the ISV. These results indicate that a clear separation between a correlated and non-correlated XY movement can be seen close to the ISV entry, which is maximal when flow velocity is decreasing in the DA (Fig. 2D-G). To locate precisely the attractive area, we mapped $\Delta \phi$ at a higher spatial resolution in several embryos ($n=4$). Fig. 2G,H represent the obtained composite map of $\Delta \phi$ and measured forces, respectively. These maps confirm that near the ISV entry the $\Delta \phi$ is higher than in the DA. Using the optical tweezers as a picodynamometer, the displacements of the blood cells in the trap were converted into forces confirming that the orthogonal forces increase at the ISV entry (Fig. 2H). Altogether, these data confirm the presence of an attractive force and that the local environment. We assume that the blood is a Newtonian fluid with viscosity $\mu$. For the microvasculature, with tube diameters 2R<100\,\mu m and mean flow velocities $U<1$ mm/s, and assuming a blood kinematic viscosity $v=\mu/\rho=5\times10^{-5}$ m$^2$/s (about five times that of water), the Reynolds number is $Re=U(2R)/v=0.02$. Thus, inertia is anticipated to play at most a very small role. Similarly, for pulse rates <2/s the Womersley number is:

$$Wm = R\left(\frac{\omega^2}{\nu}\right)\approx 0.04,$$

as observed in vivo.

In this low $Re$, low $Wm$ limit, the Newtonian flow is Poiseuille, with the unidirectional streamwise velocity related to the streamwise pressure gradient as:

$$u(r) = -\frac{1}{4\mu} \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} \left(R^2 - r^2\right),$$

where $r$ is a radial coordinate in the tube measured from its axis. Integrating over the tube cross-section yields volumetric flow rate:

$$Q = \int_0^L u(r) 2\pi r \, dr = -\frac{\pi R^4}{8\mu} \frac{\partial p}{\partial x},$$

which is a conserved quantity for a constant density fluid such as blood. The fourth-order dependence on the radius of this volume flux reflects a perhaps unintuitively strong dependence on vessel diameter that should be considered in interpreting results. The corresponding mean flow velocity is:

$$\bar{U} = \frac{Q}{\pi R^2} = -\frac{R^2}{8\mu} \frac{\partial p}{\partial x}.$$

Blood is well known to be modestly non-Newtonian in small vessels. A model with a more realistically blunted mean profile could be developed based upon the empirical data available. However, as these do not differ significantly from the Newtonian model, for this study we consider a Poiseuille flow. Such a model is too crude to reproduce specific measurements exactly but usefully illustrates the key physical mechanisms (supplementary material Fig. S1). By fitting our in vivo measured parameters with the model, we could observe a rectified, less pulsatile, flow in the ISV, as seen in the embryo (Fig. 3A,B; supplementary material Movie 3). To confirm that the constant ISV flow was due to the elasticity of the network, we performed the same simulation without elasticity and found that ISV flow is fully correlated with the DA flow under this condition (Fig. 3C). Thus, features of ISV flow strongly depend on the DA elasticity. The DA is ‘inflated’ during the contraction phase of the heartbeat, and then more slowly ‘deflates’ via the ISV flow (Fig. 3B), thus literally acting as a capacitor. Importantly, the model suggests that flow rectification and the additional flow towards the ISV are part of the same biomechanical process.

We next investigated this biomechanical mechanism in vivo. The capacitor model presented above simply requires elasticity in elements of the network in order to build up an additional pressure gradient and induce a local net flow near the ISV. In zebrafish, many elements of the vascular network are elastic and could contribute to the capacitor effect. Nevertheless, the most prominent elastic deformation in the network is a drastic change in diameter of the DA during cycles of contraction (Fig. 3D-G; supplementary material Movie 4). Optical sections through 72 hpf Tg(flkl:eGFP) zebrafish DA, which expresses GFP in endothelial cells, were reconstructed into four-dimensional data sets (supplementary material Movie 5) to show the extent of the deformation along the
Thus, we hypothesized the biomechanical origins of the flow decay to the ISV because they are much smaller than the DA and the PCV. In the embryonic vascular network, this would correspond to phase with the heart contraction for a period after the heart is stopped (Fig. 3H). To perform similar experiments in vivo, we used light activation of the halorhodopsin in the myocardium to stop the heart suddenly (Arrenberg et al., 2010) at 5 days post-fertilization (dpf), when heart valves are fully mature. As predicted, flow was visible for several seconds after heart contraction stopped (more than 5 seconds after heart stopped, Fig. 3I; supplementary material Movie 6) at 5 dpf. The displacement of the DA wall after the heart stop was measured and displayed a displacement with a similar profile over several seconds (Fig. 3J). As expected, the flow decay was also significant at 3 dpf (Fig. 4). These data indicate that the DA elasticity permits it to contain blood at pressure each cycle of contraction and demonstrate that the DA acts as a capacitor.

**ISVs set the resistivity of the network**

A characteristic feature of tubular network, reflecting the dependence of flow rate on pressure drop in Eqn 3, is that the resistivity of the network is primarily mediated by the tubes of smaller diameter. In the embryonic vascular network, this would correspond to the ISV because they are much smaller than the DA and the PCV. Thus, we hypothesized the biomechanical origins of the flow decay comes from the ISV. To directly demonstrate the effect of decreasing the size of the ISV network on the flow decay, we knocked down *kdrl*, which is known to stop ISV network formation (Habeck et al., 2002). As expected, we found that *kdrl* knock down affects the vascular network structure, in particular ISV length, which is reduced (Fig. 4A,C). Overall, *kdrl* knock down leads to a clear decrease in the combined ISV flow in the network at 3 dpf as less than 25% of the ISVs are functional (n=25) (Fig. 4B,D). As a consequence, *kdrl* knock down leads to an increased resistance in the network as a majority of ISVs are blocked. In the model, blocking 85% of the ISV leads to an increase in the relaxation timescale (Fig. 4E).

Fig. 3. The dorsal aorta conveys an elastic deformation that is coupled with a capacitive force. (A) The overall simulated network, designed to recapitulate the zebrafish vasculature. The numbers label the individual segments. (B) Flow patterns calculated at the sixth segment of the network elasticity (outlined with a dotted black line in A) show a strong flow rectification, as well as a delay between the flow velocity peaks when comparing DA and ISV flow. Arterial flow is in red, ISV flow in green and venous flow in blue. (C) Calculated flow profile without elasticity shows that the ISV flow directly tracks the DA. (D) Side view of the DA using Tg( flk1:eGFP) as a label of the endothelial cell walls reconstituted in 3D. Scale bar: 20 μm. (D-G) An elastic deformation is generated in the network at every heart contraction. (E) The distance between the dorsal and ventral wall of the DA (white bar) increases upon the heart contraction in synchrony with heartbeat. The box in D outlines the area shown in E. (F) Kymograph of the DA wall displacement over time recorded from the white bar in E. (G) Zoom of the kymograph boxed in F showing the regular deformation is visible over time and only on the ventral side of the DA. Scale bar: 420 ms. (H) Blood cell velocity plotted as a function of time after stopping the heartbeat predicted by the model. The blood cell motion in the DA does not stop immediately but the velocity decreased progressively over several seconds. (I) Blood cell velocity plotted as a function of time after stopping the heartbeat in vivo using Tg(E1b:gal4-VP-16)s1011t, Tg(UAS:NpHR-mCherry)s1003t at 5 dpf for optogenetics experiments. The time between the black lines corresponds to the duration the heart stopped beating after illumination at 488 nm. Motion is seen after heart stops as predicted by the model. (J) Movement of the DA ventral wall (DA displacement) following the stop in heart contraction (n=0 corresponds to light switch on (heart off)). The experimental data were fitted to an exponential decay revealing the time constants of the decay after heart stops (n=0, when light switches on) showing a fast deflation of the DA when heart stops.
relaxation time in the kdr1 morphants, which also suggests this behavior. In other words, the results support the expectation that the ISVs are primarily resistive relative to the DA flow.

**Embryonic blood flow propagation relies on blood vessel biomechanics**

We next addressed the dynamics of the capacitor effect by characterizing blood cell motion towards the ISV in comparison with the movement of the elastic deformation of the DA. We analyzed the motion of trapped blood cells with the deformation of the DA and found a direct correlation between the orthogonal flow towards the ISV and the endothelial cell wall movement (Fig. 5A-C; supplementary material Movie 7). We plotted the time traces in X and Y for a blood cell close to an ISV (Fig. 5B), and extracted the $\phi$ from the two signals. As expected, the out-of-phase value for these two traces is $\Delta \phi = 38.3^\circ$. By comparison with the arterial membrane (Fig. 5C), a strong correlation of motion was seen ($\Delta \phi = 9.2^\circ$). Thus, relaxation of the DA at the ISV entry is bounded with the additional pressure gradient, indicating that the DA inward motion observed contributes to ISV flow. Altogether, these data show that the slow deflation of the DA lumen creates an additional flow that drives blood cells towards the ISV (Fig. 5D).

Abnormal vascular elasticity is often associated with vascular diseases in adults where compliance is crucial for optimal vascular functions. This opens the possibility that DA distensibility is involved in embryonic vascular function, specifically in helping propagation of flow forces through the network. As a mechanical pump, the heart must do work to move blood through the network. Deformation of the network can thus significantly impact heart effort and could lead to sub-optimal pumping if not well adjusted. To investigate in more detail whether the DA biomechanical properties can affect flow propagation, we used the physical model to test the effect of the DA

![Fig. 4. The viscous resistance of the ISV flow sets the time scale of the flow decay after heart stops.](image)

(A-D) Visualization of the vascular network shape Tg(flk1:eGFP) (A,C) and ISVs with active flow (appearing in pink (false color) after standard deviation projection) (B,D) in controls (A,B) and kdr1 knock down (C,D) at 3 dpf. White arrowheads indicate active ISVs. (E) Plot of the simulated experiment. The heart stops at t=15 seconds for both cases. The axes are flow velocity in µm/second versus time for control (red curve), where all the a/vISV are functional and mutants (blue curve) where 85% of the a/vISV are blocked (zero diameter). (F) Example of plots observed for the flow decay after heart stop in one control (red) and one kdr1 knockdown (blue) embryo.

![Fig. 5. Dynamic capacitive mechanism in the embryonic vascular network.](image)

(A) Optical tweezing at the aISV entry in the embryo. The trapped blood cell is outlined by the red dotted circle. The arrows highlight the directions of motion in X (white arrow) and Y (red arrow) of the blood cell. The ISV entry is labeled as a white dotted circle and the ventral DA wall. (B) Plot of the oscillations over time in X and Y at the trap point shown in A in the same embryo. (C) Plot of the oscillations over time in Y at the trap point shown in A (red line) along with oscillation of the DA cell wall (blue line). The tracked wall corresponds to the blue box in A. The motion towards the ISV is correlated with the DA wall oscillations, showing that the force driving blood cells towards the ISV is coupled with the cyclical deformation of the DA. (D) A model for vascular flow at early embryonic stages showing that distensibility of the DA maintains flow in the ISV after heart contraction through its own deflation. The flow direction is labeled with arrows. A first force is needed to inflate the DA (F1) and, as a result of deflation, a second force (F2) is generated that maintains flow steady in the ISV. The observed DA and ISV velocities are plotted according to the force (F1 and F2). (E) Heart effort (plotted in green, right y-axis) and strain at the DA root (plotted in red, left y-axis) as a function of the distensibility. Heart effort decreases as elasticity increases. The horizontal blue bar indicates the theoretical strain limit at which vessel will break. The red arrow indicates the measured distensibility, which corresponds to strain of 20%, which is often considered large but not damaging to tissues, suggesting the DA distensibility is optimized near the rupture limit for lowering heart work.
capacitance on heart effort. Using the collected in vivo parameters of distensibility, the model predicts that the network elasticity leads to a decrease in the required pumping effort at its best resistivity (Fig. 5E). Thus, the embryonic vascular network is set to decrease heart work through its distensibility, a situation that despite the dominant role of viscosity is functionally similar to the aorta, pulmonary arteries and the larger vessels of the adult vascular network.

**DISCUSSION**

By exploiting methods for live imaging, quantitative flow analysis and Poiseuille flow modeling, we have identified highly stereotyped flow propagation in the embryonic vascular network. We characterized three major flow properties of the embryonic DA: (1) a change of flow profile from DA to PCV when traversing the ISV network; (2) a mismatched bi-directional flow direction at the ISV entry; (3) blood cell velocities in the ISV do not follow local DA flow at the low velocity peak. Furthermore, we observed: (1) a local endothelial distension of the DA coupled with flow rectification; and (2) an out-of-phase flow for a period after the heart was stopped. Together, these features highlight a capacitive function for the DA, which is unexpected in the absence of inertia at these early embryonic stages. Overall, our analysis provides compelling evidence that DA capacitance leads to two key functions: (1) flow rectification to dampen flow fluctuations in the network; and (2) pressure storage to minimize heart efforts. It is likely that flow rectification through elasticity is a recurring mechanistic strategy to help propagate flow forces in vertebrate organs.

Low Re systems are particularly susceptible to bradycardia and reversing flows, two features that can be observed in the developing cardiovascular system. The simple biomechanical mechanism we describe here allows blood cell motion in the network to be less dependent on the heart maturation state and its unidirectional pumping efficiency. It only necessitates passive deformability of the DA and does not require any muscular control of the blood vessel function. The presented characterization of the early DA elasticity and function provides the foundation for a dynamic role of the embryonic vascular network in propagating flow forces and should help to revisit the mechanics associated with embryonic and adult angiogenesis. Functionally, the observed behavior is analogous to the standard Windkessel model describing the capacitive function of the large elastic arteries in adults at high Reynolds number (Westerhof et al., 2009). We show here this key feature also applies to embryonic arteries, at near zero Reynolds number. Thus, our work provides evidence of biological continuity for a role of vascular elasticity in both the embryonic and adult cardiovascular network, despite the different fluid mechanics operating at these stages. Studying the mechanical and molecular properties of the embryonic vasculature, therefore, may prove relevant to understanding the numerous cardiovascular diseases affecting arterial elasticity, such as atherosclerosis, as well as in the development of new pharmacological strategies targeting these diseases.
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